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Tour 1200
6 day itinerant tour - 1200km
4 areas of the Quebec

669 chemin Gérard, Piedmont - J0R 1K0 - Quebec - Canada
Phone: 001 450-227-2908 / Fax: 001 514-227-5202
E-mail: infos@aventurenordquebec.com
Travel agent licence of Québec #702411
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TOUR 1200:
LAURENTIDES / OUTAOUAIS / HAUTES-LAURENTIDES / LANAUDIÈRE
During this raid, you will discover four areas of the Quebec.
You will cross many rivers and forests in the middle of nature remained pure.
This raid is for fans of wide open spaces!

Conditions: 1 PERSON per snowmobile - Minimum 6 people - Maximum 8 per private groups
6 people or less please consult us to see if there is a possibility to set up a smaller group with a maximum of 6 people
 Either you constitute your own private group of a maximum of 8 participants
 Either we constitute a group of a maximum of 6 participants according to profiles of applicants

Duration: 6 day of itinerant tour - 1200km
Characteristics: Enchanting scenery through will forest and lakes
Loggings: ****Hotels, Auberge and Outfitters
Level: Good physical condition (Riding 6 to 7 hours/day)
The following foreign nationals will need an eTA before boarding their flight to Canada
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/visit/eta.asp

Day 1 / First departure on January Saturday 5, 2019
Flight / Europe / Montreal
Greeting at the airport and private transportation of your team to Mont-Saint-Sauveur (one hour trip) Check-in at the Manoir Saint-Sauveur - Welcome cocktail Dinner and overnight stay - (swimming pool, Jacuzzi spa).
http://www.manoir-saint-sauveur.com/home/

Day 2 / Stage 1: Tour departure / Sainte Adele / Duhamel (160km)
Breakfast at the Manoir starting at 7:00 am 8:30 am: Transfer to the rental facility in Sainte Adele Signature of contracts and formalities, delivery of the required cold and briefing on the use and safety
of your snowmobiles 9:30 am: Departure towards Saint Adolphe d'Howard - Lunch around noon in a snowmobiles relay station After lunch continue towards the Lac des Plages, Duhamel - Stags of Virginia (roe-deer's) observation Arrival around 6:00 pm at the Auberge Couleur de France - Dinner and overnight stay - (external Jacuzzi).
http://www.chaletcouleursdefrance.com

Day 3 / Stage 2: Duhamel / Pine Grove outfitter (240km)
Breakfast - Direction the north towards the Hautes-Laurentides Crossing the faunal reserve Papineau Labelle and its many lakes Lunch around noon in an auberge - After lunch continue the tour in direction of the Baskatong reservoir Arrival at approximately 7:00 pm at the Pine Grove outfitter - Dinner and overnight stay.
http://domainepinegrove.com/en/

Day 4 / Stage 3: Pine Grove outfitter / 100 Lakes outfitter (200km)
Breakfast - Departure towards North - Lunch around noon in a snowmobile relay station After lunch continue towards the Lac Michinamicus - Direction the Lac Adonis and the 100 Lacs outfitter Arrival around 6:00 pm at the 100 Lakes Outfitter Dinner and overnight stay.
http://www.pourvoirie100lacs.com/english/Home/
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Day 5 / Stage 4: 100 Lacs outfitter / Lac Nominingue (200km)
Breakfast - Departure towards Saint-Philippe falls - Crossing Kamika reservoir Lunch around noon in snowmobile relay station After lunch continue the tour - Leg on the 63 (Trans-Quebec trail) which will bring you us to Lac Nominingue Arrival around 5:30 pm at the Auberge chez Ignace - Dinner and overnight stay - (external Jacuzzi).
http://www.ignace.qc.ca/en/

Day 6 / Stage 5: Lac Nominingue / Saint-Michel-des-Saints (200km)
Breakfast - Departure towards Saint Michel des Saints Crossing the Faunal reserve Rouge-Mattawin - Lunch around noon in snowmobile relay station Direction Saint Michel des Saints while following the trail 33 Arrival at 6:00 pm at Kana-À-Mouche outfitter - Dinner and overnight stay.

http://en.kanamouche.com/

Day 7 / Stage 6: Saint-Michel-des-Saints / Sainte-Adele / End of the tour (200km)
Breakfast - Departure towards Zec Lavigne and Notre-Dame-de-la-Merci - Lunch around noon in an auberge During afternoon is your last stage of the tour, direction of Saint-Adèle Arrival late afternoon at the rental facility to drop off your equipment Departure for Montreal at 6:30 pm (1 hour trip) Overnight stay at the ***Novotel hotel * Dinner at the customer discretion.
http://www.novotel.com/gb/hotel-1151-novotel-montreal-centre/index.shtml

Day 8 / Last return on March Saturday 16, 2019
Day off in Montreal / Airport Transfer
Breakfast - Day off downtown –
Departure for the airport late afternoon Night flight towards Europe - Dinner on board.
* Lunch at the customer discretion

Day 9 / Arrived in Europe
Arrived in Europe early in the day Return to the reality End of our services.

Please note: Modifications may occur without notice to your tour package selection due
Your climatic
snowmobile
for this
type of raid :
and trails conditions
that is unforeseen

Yamaha 4 strokes, from 120hp to 162hp, models 2012 (less noisily and without odour of oil)
According to the dates and the availability, this tour can be done in reverse direction

For your safety, our guides are equipped with a first aid diploma and have access to
a GPS satellite tracking system at all times that allows us to pinpoint your position in real time even in remote areas

Permanent contact: 1 514 262 13 65
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Snowmobile used for this tour

Yamaha SR Viper - 4-stroke - 1049cc /135hp - model 2019 (Odorless of oil)
Whether beginner or experienced drivers, this new Yamaha, sportily and light, is designed for on and off-trails
(The color of the model can differ)
4-stroke engine 3 cyl /135hp
Maximum speed 155km/H
Heated seat
Heating accelerator and handles
Electric starter - Reverse gear

Full-face helmet
with heated shield

Bags bundle 2 X 15L

Sealed bags 2 X 20L
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WINTER SEASON 2019
From January Saturday 5 through March Saturday 16, 2019
Departure's every day of the week on schedule flight

TOUR 1200:
LAURENTIDES / OUTAOUAIS / HAUTES-LAURENTIDES / LANAUDIÈRE
TOUR OF 9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS ALL INCLUDED EUROPE-EUROPE
A 6 day itinerant tour: 1200km snowmobile tour
Price per person including air flight: 5.700 $ CAD / Yamaha SR Viper - 1049cc - 4-stroke /135hp
Room with double occupancy: 1 room for 2 people including private bathroom

All our prices are in Canadian dollars and are guaranteed upon booking
Included in this price:













Round trip plane ticket on scheduled flight originating from a European capital city,
extra fees from other cities of 200 $
Transportation included to and from Montreal Pierre-Elliot Trudeau International Airport
Lodging 7 nights in ****Hotels, Auberge and outfitters room in double occupancy
Meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 6 dinners, service and tips included
A 6 day / 1200km snowmobile tour package
Snowmobile Yamaha SR Viper - 4-stroke - 1049cc /135hp - model 2019 (odorless of oil)
Full cold weather: full-face helmet with heated shield, snowsuit, boots, gloves, hood and sealed bag
A guide trained in first aid diploma included and equipped with GPS satellite units
Gasoline, provincial and federal taxes and airport taxes included
Snowmobile liabilities, civil insurances and trail passes are included
Financial guarantee: yours funds are deposited at ANQ in trust account
Civil liability of 2 million dollars included with AXA Insurance Company

Not included in this price:









Extra fees for single occupancy room: 550 $
Insurance option in case of cancellation and or delay of luggage
Insurance option in case of hospitalizing if needed
3.000 $ non-taxable deposit on Yamaha SR Viper - 4-stroke - 1049cc / 135hp
* Please note: the deposit has to be paid before the departure of your tour
This one can be done by Visa, MasterCard and/or American Express (print only: the amount will not be blocked)
* This option to purchase Casualty Insurance is not available for this sort of raid
All personal expenses
Drinks
Lunch the last day in Montreal
Tipping your guide

Conditions:
1 PERSON by snowmobile - Minimum 6 people - Maximum 8 people per privative groups
6 people or less please consult us to see if there is a possibility to set up a smaller group with a maximum of 6 people
 Either you constitute your own private group of a maximum of 8 participants
 Either we constitute a group of a maximum of 6 participants according to profiles of applicants
 Having a valid driver's licence (car, motor bike and scooter)
 The following foreign nationals will need an eTA before boarding their flight to Canada
http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/visit/eta.asp
 Having a valid passport (visa not required CE)
 Minimum age: 18 years old

Reservation:




Booking deposit: 40% with the reservation (non-refundable - including the air flight)
Final payment: 21 days before the starting date
Payment method: MasterCard - Visa - Money transfer
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Information that you need to know
When arriving in Quebec

Jet lag and weather:




Jet lag: 6 hours from Europe
Weather : An element that visitors to Quebec must absolutely consider is the wind
Winter weather forecasts here always provide two numbers: the temperature as displayed on the thermometer,
and the temperature with wind chill factor. The wind chill factor me assures the degree of “chill” the skin senses

Formalities:





A valid passport is sufficient for your visit to Quebec
No need for a Visa if you are resident of the European Community
For other nationalities, please take the time to contact the Canadian Embassy or local consulate if additional
documentation is required before entering into Canada.
Click for more information on Visit Canada government of Canada
The import of food is strictly regulated in Canada.
It is not necessary to have a specific vaccination to visit Canada

Equipment that we provide for your tour:







Extreme cold weather gear: includes the following
Full-face helmet with heated shield, jacket, snowsuit, boots, gloves and balaclava
2 sealed bag bundle of 15 lbs each one
All this equipment will be provided you on the spot
Jeans are not recommended, preferred options would be trousers or a tracksuit made out of cotton
Polar or thermo materials are also recommended

Additional clothing that you should bring for your tour package:









Six pairs of socks (3 thick and 3 thin)
Two sets of underwear (polar tech type)
Two sweaters (wool or fleece)
A pair of shoes
A pair of ski gloves
Sunglasses
A toilet kit
A swimsuit is recommended as some of our accommodations offer a pool or Jacuzzi all the residences supply bath
and hands towels
Note your luggage, containing your clothes can be left safely at the rental facility.
You will find them at the end of your daily tour.
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Snowmobile Rental and terms, deposit and insurance options:
The snowmobile driver must comply with the following rules and regulations:
 Possess a valid driver's license (car, motorcycle)
 Be a least 18 years old for regular trails
 Driver must be in possession of their driver’s permit at all times
 It is not necessary to have an international driving license
A guaranteed deposit of 3.000 $ non-taxable is required before taking the snowmobile.
Your deposit will be returned at the arrival of your tour, except in an event where the client is responsible for
the accident, and the repair amount will be deducted from the deposit and where there is a total loss to the
snowmobile.
Please Note: The deposit has to be paid before your departure, payment payable by Visa, MasterCard or American Express.
The amount will not be blocked.

Casualty insurance option see details page 5

Security:
It is important that each client respects the security guidelines and instructions, failure to follow the safety rules
may result in a major modification of your tour.

Cell Phones:
Warning: Signals for GSM mobile phones only work at a distance of 200km around Montreal and Quebec cities.

Wi-Fi:
Wi-Fi available access in all our lodging.

Electric current:
Canada's electrical supply and electrical outlets (sockets, wall plugs) are the same as those of the United States.
The electrical supply is 110 Volts. Universal adapters are suggested for charging your mobile phones and video cameras.

Best Way to Bring Money to Canada:
Credit cards like MasterCard, Visa or American Express, and debit cards are widely accepted across Canada.
Having some cash on hand when you arrive is a good idea though for tipping or odd small purchases.

Canadian Currency and Exchanging Money:
All of Canada uses the Canadian Dollar. The prices are always displayed without taxes.
Taxes in Quebec:
The Quebec government is moving ahead with plans to harmonize the Quebec Sales Tax (QST) with the federal Goods and
Services Tax (GST). The combined federal GST and new harmonized Quebec sales tax rate will be 14.975 %.
Example Amount charged for year of $ 100.00 + $ 5 + $ 9.975 = $ 114.975.
Please note that all our prices are taxes included.
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Who is Aventure Nord Québec Organisation ?
Initially, it is a passion for the snowmobile and the nature that has motive the founder of the company
to organize trips of this type. Time spend but the passion still the same.
And the purpose of such of raid is not only to provide you a complete change of scenery
but also all, to share with you our passion!

Law and permits:
Aventure Nord Québec Organisation is a company specializes in snowmobile raids homeless since 1993.
Aventure Nord Québec Organisation Inc. is hold of a Quebec Travel agent licence N° 702411 (obligatory in Quebec)
issued by the Office de la Protection du Consommateur.
This requirement will guarantee you, among other things:

Financial guarantee funds deposited in a trust account.

A liability insurance of 2 000 000.00 $ CAD (AXA Insurance).

Prices in Canadian dollars:
A company or travel agency governed by the laws of the Province of Quebec must view its prices in Canadian
dollars only, because it is the currency of the country, and this, on all advertising media used.
On our Website, you will find at different places, an online currency converter that allows you to get the exchange
rate in real time.

Price and departure:
Aventure Nord Québec Organisation guaranteed prices posted on its website. There is no question of «prices from ...».
Once the details of your stay will be settled, we will send you a quotation. The price proposed then is a firm and definitive
price. Departure is guaranteed. That means that your dates are locked and that whatever the final number of participants
is, the group will leave as scheduled.

Caution for the snowmobile:






A deposit (deductible) of 3.000 $ non taxable is required before taking possession of the snowmobile.
This amount will be refunded at the return, except in case of responsible accident with total loss of the
snowmobile. In which event, the amount of reparation will be deducted from the total before refund.
Please note that the deposit must be given the day of the departure of the tour.
This one can be done by Visa, MasterCard and American Express (print only, no amount blocked).
The casualty insurance option of 290$ taxes included.
This insurance must be taken at the time of the departure. This one is at the customer's subscription.
No deposit on a snowmobile?
While some organizers should do, it is amazing, if not absurd, to delete the deposit on a snowmobile.
Here some possible answers:
1 - You take the risk to make a tour on a snowmobile grandpa, with a guide that will lock at 40 KM / hour.
2 - When they are going to propose you, check all the terms of the contract. And especially, check with the
organizers if you have to give a credit card print at the time of taking possession of the snowmobile.
If this is the case, there is a hidden defect somewhere.
3 - Also ask who pays for transportation to change a snowmobile in case of accident responsible with complete
standstill of the machine 50km to 800km from its home base?

Beginning of the season:
Aventure Nord Québec Organisation never begins its winter season before the second week of January
for several reasons:

The snow conditions (snow receive in sufficient quantity) are rarely favorable before this period all over
the province of Quebec.

Snowmobile Clubs do not open every trail (markup, surfacing)

Lakes and rivers are not frozen to 100%.
We cannot take the risk to sell an itinerant tour with or without aerial and cannot honor our services.
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An itinerant tour:
An predefined route and every evening a different lodging: such accommodations are varied and characterize our
raids. We choose them for their diversity, their comfort and their settings.

Group:
Our groups are composed of 6 to 8 peoples.
Two scenarios:

Either you constitute your own private group of a maximum of 8 participants.

Either we constitute a group of a maximum of 6 participants in the progressively bookings,
according to profiles of applicants, dates of availability and type of raid chosen.
The fact of not being in great numbers in the same group ensures flexibility, dynamism and privileged
contact with your guide.

One person per snowmobile, why?
Aventure Nord Québec Organisation propose only tour with one person per snowmobile.
A tour cannot be Itinerant with two people on the same machine. The main reasons are:

It is very cold in the back of a snowmobile, even with the heated grips, the rest of the body suffered
the wind factor. The passenger suffered more than he likes the tour.

The pleasure of driving is different and the handiness of the snowmobile as well (risk of disequilibrium
and therefore an accident) for a driver frequently inexperienced.

Furthermore, it is impossible for us to mix, within the same group, snowmobiles solo with other duets.
The dynamics of the group is absolutely not the same.
That, unfortunately, too many organizers have been doing in recent years profitability oblige!

Our team:
Guides:
With us since years, they will share not just your day during your raid but also their knowledge of the ground.
They are holding a diploma first aid in remote areas and are equipped with a tracking system
satellite that allows us of knowing your position in real time.
Our suppliers and partners:
They know us and we know them.
Their expertise and their hospitality is very important to ensure you a pleasant moment.

Our slogan:
A tour itinerant, whatever it is, must give way to adventure. And it is!
Climatic conditions and trails may result in the change of itinerary or unforeseen.
Aventure Nord Québec Organisation however does not affect its ever safety, supervision, availability and quality.
Our organization and very disciplined and it cannot be otherwise.
We want to make your stay unforgettable, but in a good sense.
With your cooperation, essential of course, we have developed products custom to meet your requirements
Witch are too ours.
For the duration of a tour in snowmobile, you'll be part of our team and share our passion.
So, welcome!

We wish you a pleasant and safely stay among us
AVENTURE NORD QUÉBEC ORGANISATION Inc.
669 chemin Gérard, Piedmont - J0R 1K0 - Québec - Canada
Phone: 001 450-227-2908 / Fax: 001 514-227-5202
E-mail: infos@aventurenordquebec.com
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